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เลมนีเปนความพยายามของชายผูหนึงซึงเลงเหนถึงความสำคัญของการรักษามารยาทในสังคม
เพือการดำรงชีวิต
mannerism about applied to a style of italian art practiced between roughly 1520 and 1590—from the end
of the high renaissance to the beginning of the baroque —which began in rome and florence and
eventually spread north into other areas of europennerism, also known as late renaissance, is a style in
european art that emerged in the later years of the italian high renaissance around 1520, spreading by
about 1530 and lasting until about the end of the 16th century in italy, when the baroque style largely
replaced itnnerist architecture and sculpture in poland dominated between 1550 and 1650, when it was
finally replaced with baroque. the style includes various mannerist traditions, [1] which are closely related
with ethnic and religious diversity of the country, as well as with its economic and political situation at
that timennerism is a style in european art that emerged in the later years of the italian high renaissance
around 1520, lasting until about 1580 in italy, when the baroque style began to replace ite style of
mannerism emerged in the mid-sixteenth century with elongated figures that were painted to inspire a
sense of grandeur and emotion rather than striving after ideal beauty.
the history of art shows that similar pictorial representations are associated with mannerism, a new artistic
style that emerged in the later years of the italian high renaissance (around 1520). in italy, mannerism
lasted until about the end of the 16th century and agnolo bronzino was one of its most eminent
representantse birth of mannerism - painting and sculpture between renaissance and baroque examines
the fascinating style of art which followed the high renaissance. complex, ultra-sophisticated and
supremely elegant, yet the brilliance of mannerism is not always easy to see; elucidation is neededstery of
mannerism at the scuola di s. rocco the cycle of paintings in the scuola di san rocco remains the supreme
testimony to tintoretto's art. the work was executed con furia and it is in the spontaneity and the
extraordinary rapidity of the brushstrokes, more than in the sometimes dizzying movement of the figures,
that the dynamic force of his art rests.(hauser 24) of art itself. at stake is mannerism not as object of
inquiry, at stake is mannerism not as object of inquiry, but as a field of operation and creative thought—a
slice of chaos turnedannibale carracci (1560–1609) the birth and infancy of christ in italian painting.
bronze sculpture in the renaissance. caravaggio (michelangelo merisi) (1571–1610) and his followers
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